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Laser metrology has experienced escalating research
velopment, and application within the automotive indu
try since its inception. The development of digital ima
ing devices, evolution in computer technologies, elect
optical components, image analysis/processing a
rithms, and laser capabilities have paved the way for
creased utilization of laser metrology techniques as s
dardized experimental tools. Worldwide customer exp
tations and increasing regulatory mandates for vehic
with quality performance and value are being met by la
metrology as one key enabling technology appl
throughout the vehicle design, development, and ma
facturing stages. High standards and performance tar
are being set in areas such as noise and vibration, d
bility, fuel economy, safety, and quality.

This special section provides a variety of developm
examples from many aspects of laser metrology and
terferometry such as TV holography, laser vibromete
shearography, and moire´ interferometry. In the order pre
sented, the first two papers are concerned with the de
opment and application of TV holography and elect
optic holography systems.

The first paper develops speckle averaging, ph
shifting, and phase reconstruction iteration procedure
provide a high-quality noise-free fringe pattern; presen
single setup for measuring both vibration deformation a
geometric shape; and demonstrates how powerful this
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is for whole vehicle modal survey and how it can be us
in interactive design optimization, CAE model correl
tion, and nondestructive testing. The second paper in
vatively combines an optical microscope with an elect
optic holography system. The measurement range
been extended into the nanometer and 2 MHz range
illustrates how it can be employed to measure and ana
the microbeam vibration behavior. The microbeam is
essential element for many types of sensors that are b
used in automotive applications.

In the second group, the papers deal with the challe
ing problems in electronic packaging and the failu
mechanism of multi-layered material structures. The th
paper develops a novel technique using shearograph
rapidly detect the leakage of a hermetically sealed mic
electronic package. One possible failure of microele
tronic devices is due to the leakage resulting from imp
fect hermetical seals in microelectronic packages such
microchips. The fourth paper presents an innovative ph
shifting moiréinterferometry for measuring and analyzin
the thermal strain concentration, delamination, and sh
deformation of a power plastic package and a flip-ch
package. The measurement range has been extended
the nanometer range. The fifth paper develops a holo
phy interferometric technique to investigate in detail t
behavior of edge deliminations in multi-layered mater
and establishes an analytical model to study the fail
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mode in two-dimensional delaminated structural plate
The third category regards the development of te

niques to measure and analyze the surface roughne
engine cylinders. The sixth paper develops a white li
optical interferometer for nondestructive andin situ mea-
surement of engine cylinder surfaces. The system p
duces a three-dimensional measurement, and the no
resulted in a U.S. patent. The seventh paper presen
scatterometry of honed surfaces. A linear model has b
generated to calculate the surface parameters out of
angular distribution of the scattered light. It may be us
to measure deviations from rated values and to detect
viations in the machining process.

The following paper represents the development a
application of a laser vibrometer. In a laser vibrome
application, the pose~position and orientation! informa-
tion is required. This paper establishes a new nonlin
regressive model for the pose determination of the la
vibrometer with respect to a structural coordinate syste
It provides highly accurate results over convention
methods. Two examples are given using a laser vibro
ter to measure automotive body panel velocity.

The last two papers present the integration method
gies of CAE with experimental techniques. Compu
simulation permits fast parametric studies and determ
tion of critical engineering design directions while expe
mental investigations, especially those using optical te
niques, provide detail in thousands of points of qualitat
and quantitative information on the actual response of
structure of interest to the applied load and boundary c
ditions. The innovative integration of CAE with exper
mental techniques makes it a unique tool for fast and
curate design optimization. The ninth paper provides C
and experiment integration in the form of computation
noninvasive optical techniques and fringe predicat
analysis tools. The last paper serves as a closing mark
presents a complete and detailed methodology on how
use CAE and experimental integration tools to achieve
noise and weight reduction of a simulated vehicle cav
The paper develops a new procedure for panel acou
contribution analysis~PACA! using a laser vibromete
and boundary element method.

We would like to thank all of the authors, from th
pioneers in this field to the outstanding researchers w
have received various awards such as the U.S. Pres
Award, for their high-quality contributions; the reviewe
for their comments and efforts; and Dr. Brian Thomps
and the SPIE staff for providing the opportunity for
special section on this subject, which we believe will pr
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the automotive industry.
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